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Background
• Data cleaning is vital to preserve data
quality and statistical power
• Few studies document the data cleaning
process reproducibly
• Data cleaning Labrador retriever (LR)
growth data is particularly problematic as it
is very heterogeneous

Uncleaned data

Alfie; The UK’s fattest
Labrador, weighing
12st 5lb (80kg)1

Objectives
• To develop a novel data cleaning algorithm for growth, applied to LRs

Methods
•
•
•
•

Uncleaned owner-reported weights of LRs
by age from Dogslife2 questionnaires

Uncleaned owner-reported heights of LRs by
age from Dogslife2 questionnaires

Uncleaned consultation weight
records of LRs by age from
SAVSNET3

Uncleaned clinical weight
records of LRs by age from a
veterinary hospital network

Four different LR growth datasets tested
Non-linear mixed effects models applied to data in R
Prediction intervals estimated to identify ‘outliers’
Algorithm uses rule-based decisions to clean

Step 1

• Remove complete duplications (where the animal ID,
date of data entry and measurement are identical) by
deleting the most recent duplicate(s)

Step 2

• Remove other duplications (where the animal ID and
date of data entry are identical) by deleting the
duplicate(s) that has the largest difference from the
predicted measurement

Step 3

• Replace outliers with the closest correction (dividing
or multiplying by 10/100/1000, subtracting or adding
100/1000, multiplying by the imperial/metric unit or
transposing) to the predicted measurement

Step 4

• Remove outliers that jump in size in comparison with
the largest predicted size change between the
previous or the following measurements

Step 5

Cleaned data

• Remove biologically implausible entries based on
reported values for this species/breed
Cleaned owner-reported weights of LRs by
age from Dogslife questionnaires

Cleaned owner-reported heights of LRs by
age from Dogslife questionnaires

Cleaned consultation weight
records of LRs by age from
SAVSNET

Cleaned clinical weight
records of LRs by age from a
veterinary hospital network

Conclusions
This algorithm:
• Identifies duplicate entries, typing, decimal point, unit and
measurement errors
• Avoids modifying unusual but biologically plausible values
• Allows individuals to differ from the population
• Prioritises data repair over removal - fewer deletions
• Performs well in comparison with other data cleaning protocols
• Could be easily adapted for use in other breeds, species and fields
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